
Stedman 

Introduction 

Stedman is a very popular method which is widely rung across the world.  It is a very 

useful one to have in your repertoire. 

Stedman is a particular type of method called a Principle, which means that all the 

bells do the same work, there is no fixed treble. 

Structure 

Stedman is based on plain hunt on three bells.  If you look at plain hunting on three, 

you will see that there are two ways of doing it as below.  Both ways produce the 

same six changes which is the maximum number of changes on three bells 

A (Quick) B (Slow) 
123 
213 
231 
321 
312 
132 
123 

123 
132 
312 
321 
231 
213 
123 

  

A is what you would normally ring as plain hunt and B is an alternative which swaps 

2 and 3 first and so leaves the treble to do one blow at lead before hunting out.  The 

key difference between these two sets of changes is that A involves leading at 

handstroke then backstroke whilst B involves leading a backstroke then handstroke.  

 

Stedman is composed of groups of six changes using alternately type A then type B.  

These are the basic block for the method and they are therefore referred to as 

“sixes”.  Those sixes which use type A hunting are called “Quick” sixes and those 

using type B hunting are called “Slow” sixes. 

 

All of the pairs of bells above 3rd place do a double dodge and then move on to the 

next position 

 

At the end of each six, one bell moves up to 4-5 whilst one of the bells in 4-5 goes in 

to start the front work. 

 

The Method 

 

Now let’s look at the method and its blue line.  Below you will see the plain course of 

Stedman Doubles written out.  The first thing to note is that the starting point is not at 

the beginning of a six.  The convention is that rounds is the 4th change of a quick six.  

This has the advantage that all bells have the same start as in Grandsire. 



12345 
21354 
23145 
32415 
23451 
24315 
42351 
43215 
34251 
43521 
45312 
54321 
53412 
35421 
34512 
43152 
34125 
31452 
13425 
14352 
41325 
14235 
12453 
21435 
24153 
42135 
41253 
14523 
41532 
45123 
54132 
51423 
15432 
51342 
53124 
35142 
31524 
13542 
15324 
51234 
15243 
12534 
21543 
25134 
52143 
25413 
24531 
42513 
45231 
54213 
52431 
25341 
52314 
53241 
35214 
32541 
23514 
32154 
31245 
13254 
12345 
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   Last 
   whole 
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The six ends are underlined.  The line for the 5th is 
drawn in. 

You will see that there are two different sets of work on 
the front and between them you do a double dodge in 4-
5 up, lie behind and double dodge 4-5 down.  As this is 
an odd bell method with dodging in 4-5, these dodges 
are all the opposite way from plain bob dodges, i.e. the 
backward steps are at handstroke, not backstroke. 

Now let’s look at the front works.  Starting on the 5th, the 
first time you go into the front is at the beginning of a 
quick six.  You hunt straight down to lead and then back 
out again.  This is called the “Quick Work” and the bell 
doing it is the “Quick Bell”. 

If we now move on to the second piece of front work, the 
5th goes into the front at the beginning of a slow six and 
this is called the “Slow Work” and the bell doing it is the 
“Slow Bell”.  Remember that bells are hunting with each 
bell leading at backstroke then handstroke in a slow six.  
Note where the six-ends come; that’s where you’ll 
change between wrong and right way leading and 
hunting. 

The slow bell makes thirds and then goes to the front 
where it does a whole pull lead followed by one blow in 
seconds place and then leads for another whole pull.   

It then makes thirds and does a single point blow lead 
before going out to make thirds again followed by 
another point blow at lead. 

After making thirds again, it does lead, point seconds 
lead again before making thirds and going up to start 
dodging in 4-5. 

The slow work is broken down into pieces which have 
specific names.  Lead, point seconds, lead is called a 
“Whole Turn” whilst a point blow at lead is called a “Half 
Turn”.  The whole slow work is therefore as follows:  
thirds, whole turn, thirds, half turn, thirds, half turn, 
thirds, whole turn, thirds. 

This may look a bit confusing and you may wonder how 
do you know whether you are doing the first or second 
half turn or if you should be doing a whole turn.  Whether 
you are at handstroke or backstroke is a useful guide.   

The first whole turn is lead backstroke and handstroke, 
point seconds, lead handstroke and backstroke.  The 
first half turn is at handstroke and the second half turn is 
at backstroke.  Finally the last whole turn is lead 
handstroke and backstroke, point seconds, lead 
backstroke and handstroke. 



When it comes to ringing Stedman, the most common mistake is people forgetting 

whether they should be going in quick or slow.  There are several different ways of 

remembering this. 

1. Each time you go in you go in a different way so just remember which way 

you went in last time and go in the other way.  Calls may change which way 

you go in so you will need to remember to allow for that.  Calls can also come 

at successive six-ends to confuse matters further! 

2. Check which bell you strike over when you are in 4ths place at your first 4-5 

down dodge.  If you strike over the same bell when you get to 3rds, make 

thirds and go in slow.  If not, go in quick. 

3. After you complete your 4-5 down dodges there are 3 bells below you.  Ring 

after each of these bells once.  At that point you will either be in 3rds place in 

which case you are going in slow, or 2nds place in which case you going in 

quick. 

4. Check which bell you dodge with in 4-5 up (or in the highest position on more 

than five, e.g. 6-7 up in Triples),  this is your course bell when you go in and 

will go in one six before you so you need to go in the other way from your 

course bell.  If you get to thirds and pass your course bell going out, it must 

have been quick bell so you make thirds and go in slow.  If, when you get to 

thirds, your course bell is leading then it is slow bell so you must go in quick.  

On more than five, a call may change your course bell depending on what you 

have to do so look out if that is the case and work out who your new course 

bell is. 

5. Some people put one foot forward when they are going to be quick and the 

other when they are going to be slow.  Each time they come out of the front 

work, they change which foot is in front.  When a call changes the way they 

will go in, they change feet.  It does look a bit funny after a while! 

6. Watch what is going on at the front so that you know whether it is a quick or 

slow six. 

There are several other methods which people use so just find something that works 

for you. 

The other most common mistake is for people to forget to complete their last whole 

turn.  It is very easy to lead once (hand & back) and then go straight out instead of 

making a point in seconds and leading again. 

Stedman On More Than Five Bells 

Stedman extends to all higher odd numbers, i.e. Triples, Caters and Cinques.  

Having done your double dodge in 4/5 up, you move on to do another double dodge 

in 6/7 up and so on until you get to the back.  You then lie behind and do double 

dodges all the way down again until you get to 4/5 after which you go in to the front 



as quick or slow bell.  Have a look in a ringing diary or “Diagrams” to see what it 

looks like. 

Bobs and Singles 

Calls in Stedman Doubles are completely different from calls on any higher number.  

They often catch people out, even experienced ringers! 

Doubles 

A plain course of Stedman Doubles is 60 changes so to get an extent of 120 

changes you just need to swap two bells over with a single and repeat it with another 

single 60 changes later.  Thus Doubles has only singles, no bobs.  On more than five 

bells, you will get both bobs and singles. 

Singles in Stedman Doubles are made in the middle of a six as shown 

in the diagram and affect the two bells which are in 4/5  

The bell which has just done 5ths and is about to do a double dodge  

down does one blow in 4ths, makes 5ths again, one more blow in 4ths  

and lies behind in 5ths at the six-end before doing a normal double  

dodge down and going in the same way that it came out last time.   

This latter point is because the effect of the single is to push it back 

by one six so changing the way it goes in next time. 

 

The bell which is just coming out to the back and about to dodge 4/5 up 

does one blow in 5ths, two in 4ths, one in 5ths and then goes back in 

the same way that it came out (because it’s going in 1 six earlier than  

normal). 

 

Triples, Caters and Cinques 

 

On more than 5 bells you will encounter both bobs and singles.  The bobs and 

singles, unlike in doubles, have their effect at the six-end.  The bells affected are 

those in the last 3 positions, i.e. 5ths, 6ths and 7ths in Triples, 7ths, 8ths and 9ths in 

Caters and so on.  We will look at Triples but the effects are exactly the same on 

higher numbers. 

 

Bobs 

 

In Stedman Triples, when a bob is called at the end of a six, the bell which has been 

dodging 4/5 up will make 5ths (make the bob) and then dodge 4/5 down.  It will be 

missing out 2 sixes and will therefore, go in the opposite way from which it came out 

– the call doesn’t affect which way it’s going to go in. 

 

The 2 bells in 6/7 will dodge for the bob.  They will then do the normal double dodge 

for the remainder of the six.  In other words, they do an extra 3 dodges after their 

normal 2; a total of 5 dodges in whichever direction they are going.  They will have 

32541 

23514 

32154 

31245 

13254 

12354 

21345 

23154 

32514 

23541 



added 1 six to their course and will, therefore, go in the same way that they last 

came out – the bob will have changed the way they go in.  But beware!  Bobs often 

come in pairs (or even fours), which means doing another 3 dodges and changing 

the way they go in again back to what it would have been with no call. 

 

 

Singles 

 

At a single, the affect on the bell finishing its 4/5 up dodges is exactly the same as at 

a bob i.e. make 5ths and double dodge 4/5 down. 

 

The bell in 6/7 up at the single is unaffected; it lies behind and double dodges 6/7 

down. 

 

The bell in 6/7 down makes 6ths under the unaffected bell and then double dodges 

6/7 up with the same bell that it’s just dodged down with.  It has, therefore added 2 

sixes to its course so the way that it goes in will not be affected. 


